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EXISTENCE OF AN ANGULAR DERIVATIVE
FOR A CLASS OF STRIP DOMAINS

SWATI SASTRY

(Communicated by Albert Baernstein II)

Abstract. A strip domain R is said to have an angular derivative if for each

conformai map <j> : R —y S = {z : |Imz] < 1/2} the limit lim(^(tu)-iu) exists

and is finite as Re w —> +oo . Rodin and Warschawski considerd a class of strip

domains for which the euclidean area of 5 \ R ' is finite, where R ' denotes

a Lipschitz approximation of R, R' C R. They showed that a sufficient

condition for an angular derivative to exist is that the euclidean area of R ' \ S

be finite. We prove that this condition is also necessary.

Introduction

Let R be a simply-connected region in the plane, containing the real axis and

such that dR meets both half-planes. Thus R contains ±00 as prime ends.

Let r/J> : R —> 5 be a one-to-one conformai map of R to S - {z : \lmz\ <
1/2} suchthat ±00 correspond. The mapping tp" has an angular derivative c
(-00 < c < +00) at +00 if the following two conditions are satisfied:

( For each Ô > 0 there is a Us such that

I Rs = {w: Rew> Us,-l/2 + S< Im w < 1/2-0} c R,

(2) for each S  satisfying 0 < ô < 1/2,     lim    (4>(w)- w) = c.
Rew—>+oo

w€Rs

If one such map 0 has an angular derivative at +00, then so do all the
others and we say that R has an angular derivative. The "problem of angular

derivative" is to find euclidean geometric conditions on R such that an angular

derivative exists. A moment's reflection shows that the existence or otherwise
of the angular derivative pertains to how closely the given strip R matches the

standard strip S near +00 in a conformai sense.
Let Sp\ denote the euclidean strip bounded by {x + iy: y = X} above and

{x + iy: y = -p} below for A and p positive. Given a strip R of the type

specified above, let tp"^ : R -> 5¿ be a conformai map so that ±00 correspond.
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It is then trivial to check that the angular derivative at +00 can exist for </>¿

only for at most one choice of X, p. By taking a suitable linear transformation

of both R and 5¿  we normalize to the situation A = p = 1/2 .

The following definition of Lipshitz-1 minorants of dR is as in [6]. Consider

Lipshitz-1 functions / : R —» R. Let B+ be the family of these / for which
dRD{w : lmw > 0, Rew > 0} lies above the graph {(w, f(u)+l/2) : u £ R} .
Let B~ be the family of these / for which dR n {w : lmw < 0, Re w > 0}
lies below the graph {(u, f(u) - 1/2) : u £ R} . Define /¡±:E-»1 by

h+(u) — sup f(u),        h-(u) = inf f(u).
f€B+ f£B-

Then h+ and h- are the Lipshitz-1 approximations to dR, from inside R.

We prove:

Theorem 1.   Let R be as above, and assume that

(3) /    min(h+(u), 0) du >-00   and    /    max(h-(u), 0)du < 00.
Jo Jo

Then R has an angular derivative at 00 if and only if
/•OO /-OO

(4) /    max(h+(u), 0)du < 00   am/    /    min(A_(w), 0)¿/w > -00.
./o Jo

A sketch quickly demonstrates that conditions (3) and (4) have simple geo-

metrical meaning. In fact condition (3) states that certain "inner areas", relative

to S, are assumed to be finite, and condition (4) then asserts that for the ex-

istence of an angular derivative the corresponding "outer areas" must also be
finite. Clearly this ties in with how well the standard strip S approximates the

Lipshitz modification of R.
Rodin and Warschawski formulated the above statement in [6] and proved

that (4) is sufficient for an angular derivative to exist for a strip region R which

satisfies (3). We prove that condition (4) is also necessary when (3) holds.

Remark. A related result is that of Burdzy [2, Theorem 7.1] which is stated

in the half-plane setting and proved using probabilistic methods. Later Carroll

[3] and then Gardiner [4] gave complex analysis proofs of Burdzy's Theorem.

Rodin and Warschawski [6] claim that Theorem 1 is equivalent to Burdzy's

Theorem. However the author fails to see a rigorous proof of that equivalence.

One difficulty is that it is not clear that Lipschitz minorants in the half-plane

and strip regions correspond.

The situation when condition (3) fails is still open.

Proof. As indicated above, we only show the necessity of (4). Suppose R has an

angular derivative at +00 . Let 6U denote that cross-cut of R which intersects

the real axis and which lies on the vertical line having real part u. For Ux <u2,

let Xr(ux , U2) be the extremal length of all arcs in R which join the cross-cuts

0U| to 6U2 and lie in the component of R - 6Ul - BUl which contains each

6U, Ux < u < M2. Since R has an angular derivative, it follows from [7,

Theorem 6] that

(5) XR(u\, u2) = «2- Ux +o(l),

where o(l) -* 0 as «2 > «i -» +00.
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Let R ' be the right half-plane portion of the strip region bounded by (and

not including)

ß+ = {(u, h+(u) + l/2)}ueR,       ß. = {(u, h-(u) - l/2)}ueR.

Note that R' c R, and by the comparison principle [1, Theorem 4.1], we have

Xr(ux , u2) < XRI(ux, u2). So that by (5),

(6) XRi(Ux,U2)>U2-Ux+0(l).

We now obtain an upper bound for XRi(ux, U2) ■ To do this, consider the

conjugate extremal distance l/XR>(ux, U2) [I, p. 53]. We will introduce a

specific metric p to obtain a lower bound for l/XR'(ux, «2) •

Lemma 1. If condition (3) holds and R has an angular derivative at 00, then

h±(u) -» 0 as u -* +00.

Proof. That min(h+(u), 0) —> 0 and max(h-(u), 0) -> 0 can be seen easily

from condition (1) in the definition of angular derivative and since h+ and h-
are Lipshitz minorants to dR.

Further, max(h+(u), 0) —> 0 and min(A_(w), 0) —► 0 follow directly from

[5, p. 102, Proposition 1], since R' c R. However for the sake of completeness

we include a proof.

Suppose, by contradiction, that max(h+(u), 0) -^ 0. Hence there exist eo >

0 and {u¡}, u¡ -> +00 suchthat h+(u¡) > eo for all i. Set s¡ - u¡-eo/2, t¡ —
Ui + erj/2. Now max(h-(u), 0) -> 0 implies that there exists U such that

max(h-(u), 0) < e0/4 for all u> U. Since h+ is Lipshitz-1, the comparison
principle [1, Theorem 4.1] shows that for all /' such that u¡> U + co, we have

XR-(Si, ti) < (ti - si) I (I + e0/2 - en/4) and (6) yields that (tt - st)/(l + e0/A) >
t,: - Si■ + 0 (1), as i -y 00. But , ti - Si = e0 and the above is a contradiction.
Hence h+(u) —y 0 as u —> +00. Similarly we can show that h-(u) -* 0.

With no loss of generality we assume |A±(m)| < 1/8 for u > 0. To enable

us to define p, we set for u £ R

(2h+(u),      ifh+(u)<0,
+(u)    14M«),   ifM«)>0

and
r 2h-(u),     if A_(«) >0,

-{U)    \-%h-(u),   ifh-(u)<0.

Let R* be the right half-plane portion of the strip region bounded by (and not

including)

ßl = {(u, h*+(u) + I)}UGR,        ß*_ = {(u, h*_(u) - I)}M6R.

Note that R* c R' n S. Let 0 < ux < u2 and Q = Q(ux, u2) = R' n {u + iv :
ux < u < u2},

Rx = {u + iv £Q: h+(u) > 0, v > 0},

r2 = {u + iv £ Q:h-(u) <0, v <0},

7?3 = {u + iv £ Q : h+(u) < 0, v > 0},

R* = {u + iveQ: h-(u) > 0, t; < 0}.
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Define a metric p on Q(ux,u2):

' 1, u + iv £R*r\Q,

(7) p(u + iv) = i  1/2, M + it;€(ÄiU/i2)-Ä*,

k 2^2, u + iv £(R3öR4)-R*.

Clearly p is well defined and Borel measurable. Let Y = Y(ux, U2) be the

family of all connected, rectifiable arcs which have one end-point on ß+ , one

end-point on /5_ , and all other points in Q. By [1, 4-1, 4-2], it is evident that

(8) y-7-^-v=Afl(T).
XR.(ux, u2)      ^

Lemma 2. If p is as above, then

L(Y, p) = infL(y, p) = inf / pds > 1.

Proof. Let y e T. Clearly it is enough to restrict oneself to simple arcs y (i.e.,

with no self-intersections). Parametrize y as y : [0, 1] —y Q so that it starts on

ß+. Let
/ = inf{i : 0 < t < 1, y(t) £ R}.

Denote by a the curve y\[0, /] with the orientation reversed, where by y\[0, /]
we mean y restricted to [0, /]. Thus a : [0, I] —y Q n {Im to > 0} is a curve
which starts on the real axis and ends on /?+ .

It suffices to show that   / pds > 1/2. Note that if the euclidean length of a
Ja

is > 1, we are done, for p > 1/2 in Q. So we assume that the euclidean length

of a is < 1. Label the components of the open set Rx - R* as Ax, A2, ... ,

and those of R3-R* as Bx, B2, ... . Let D = (U,^4;) U (UjBj), so that D is
open.

If a((0, /)) n D = 0, then a(l) = lima(t) £ ß+ n ß*+ C {Im w = 1/2}.

Further a((0, /)) c R*, so by (7) there is nothing to prove. So for the rest of

the proof we assume a((0, /)) n D ^ 0 . We define numbers tk , sk and set(s)

Ck , £ = 1, 2,..., as follows:
Set so = to — 0, Co = 0 , and define

tx =inf{í:í>0, a((0, i))no/0}.

We assert that there exists a unique component Cx of D such that a(£i) e

dCx n /?*, here Ci = ^4,0 for some i0, or Cx - Bjo for some j0. Indeed it

is not difficult to check that a(tx) e dD n ôi?* c /J; . Further if a(tx) lies on

the boundary of two components of D, then a(tx) £ ß+ n /J*, and so tx - I,
which is a contradiction. Hence a(ii) detemines Ci uniquely.

We now define recursively, for k > 1 , the following :

If a((tk, I)) n(D-Ck) = 0,we set

(9) sk = sup{t :tk<t<l, a(t) £ dCk n ß%}

and stop. Otherwise we define

tk+x = inf{i : t > tk, a((tk , t)) n(D- Ck) ¿ 0},

sk = sup{t :tk<t< tk+x, a(t) £ dCk n ß*+},
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and Q+i as the unique component of D such that a(tk+x) £ dCk+x . Incre-

ment k by 1 and proceed with the recursion.

The proof that Ck+X exists uniquely is exactly similar to the corresponding

proof for Cx.
Note that a(tk), a(sk) £ dCk n /?*, and if {sk} is an infinite sequence, then

0 < tx < sx < t2 < s2 < ■ ■ ■ . If {sk} is a finite sequence, say {sx, • • • , s„} , then

0 < tX < SX < . . . < tn < Sn .

Let k besuchthat a(tk), a(sk) are defined.

We compute   / pds. Decompose a|[0,s/¿) as follows:
Ja\[0,sk)

atx=a\[Q,tx), a\ = a\[tx, sx),

ak = ot\[Sk-x, tk),        a'k = a\[tk, sk),

so that

(10) /        pds=( [+[+■■■+[+ [)pds.
Ja\[0,Sk) \Jai       Ja\ Jak      Ja'J

Let a(tj) = Uj + iVj and a(sj) = ¿;7 + inj , for j = I,..., k . By the definition
of tj 's and s¡ 's one sees that each a¡ c R*, so that by (7),

(11) [ pds>\a(tj)-a(sj-X)\>\Vj-rij-X\.
Ja¡

For the a'j 's we note that if:

(i) Cj = Bio, for some z0 , then a'j n (D - Bio) = 0 . Thus on a'j, p > 1,

and we have

(12) /  pds>\t]j-Vj\.

(ii) Cj = Aio, for some /'o. Then a(tj), a(Sj) £ dAi0.n ß*., which is a

Lipshitz-( 1/2) curve. This means \t]j -Vj\ < (1/2)|^ -uj\, and since p > 1/2,
this yields that

13)        j^pds > \((r,j - vj)2 + & - uj)2)1/2 > Y\1J - vj\ > \tlj - Vj

Now using (10), (11), (12), and (13) we get, since rj0 = 0, that

k k

/ Pds > Y, \vj - tjj-x\ + J2 \flj - vj\
Ja\[0,sk) y=1 *T[

(14) k k

7=1 7=1

= nk.

We now consider two cases:

Case I: The sequence {sk} is infinite.
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We claim that in this case Im(a(sfc)) = r\k —> 1/2. For if not, then we can

show that a is nonrectifiable. Indeed, suppose by contradiction, that there

exists t > 0 such that

(15) r\k<\ß-x,

for infinitely many values of k . For any such k consider a(sk) — ¡t,k + ir\k £

dCkf)ßl and a(sk+x) = &+, + ink+x £ dCk+x n ß*+ , where &+, ¿ & . Without
loss of generality let Çk+X < í,k . Then there exists £+i/2 £ /?*, such that Çk+X <

¿; < ik . Since /3* is a Lipshitz-2 curve in general, and ¿; + i/2, Çk + ink £ /?*,
we have 1/2 - r\k < 2(Çk - Ç). Combining this and (15),

Hsk+X) - a(sk)\ >\Çk+x -Çk\>Çk-Ç>l/2,

for infinitely many values of k. This implies a is nonrectifiable, which is a

contradiction.

Hence r\k -+ 1/2. Now by (14), for every k,      pds > pds > t]k,
Ja Ja\[0,sk)

and since the right side tends to 1 ¡2, we are done in this case.

Case II: The sequence {sk} is finite, say {sx, ... , s„} .

We know by (14) that

(16) /        pds>n„I
J<A\o,Sn)

Suppose first that s„ - I ; then by the definition of s„ , (9), it is easy to see that

r\n = Im (a(l)) = 1/2 and by (16) we are done.
We consider next the situation sn < I. All we need to do in view of ( 16) is

to show laX[Snjl)pds>\-rin.

Now if a([sn, I)) c R*, there is nothing to prove. If a([sn, I)) c C„,
then let £„ + i(r/n + n) be the point on ß+ directly above ¿;„ + ir¡n ■ Since

ß+ is a Lipschitz-1 curve, the cone C with vertex at £„ + i(nn + n) in the

w = u + /u-plane given by C : {v = -\u - ¿j„| + (n„ + n)} always lies below
ß+ . Hence a\[s„ , /) must intersect this cone before terminating at ß+ . The

shortest euclidean distance from ¿;„ + in„ to the cone is r\ly/2. Thus if:

(a) a([sn , I)) C Rx , then n = 3|Ä+(<^„)|/2, so that

pds > pn/V2 > 3\h+(t„)\/4y/2 > |A+({„)|/2 = \-r)n;
) l

(b) a([sn, I)) c R3, then n = |Mín)l and

L

I        pds>pt}/V2 = 2\h+(L)\ = ~-tln.
Ja\[s„,I) l

This proves the lemma.

Using [1, Definition 4-1] and (8) we have that

i L2(r, p)
= XQ(Y) = sup

Ar'(mi,«2) p   A(Q,p)

where A(Q, p) = JQp2dudv and p is nonnegative, Borel measurable and

subject to the condition 0 < A(Q, p) < oo.
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Clearly p as defined in (7) satisfies these conditions and we have from

Lemma 2 that

(17) XRI(ux,u2)<A(Q,p).

We now compute A(Q, p) explicitly, using (7):

A(Q, p) = A(R* nQ,p) + A((Rx U R2) -R*,p) + A((R3 U *4) - R*, p)

= {u2-ux     -j       max(h+(u),0)du + 2       min(h+(u), 0)du
^ Ju\ Ju\
1 r"2 fui

+ x/    min(h-(u),0)du-2       max(h-(u), 0)du}
2 Ju\ Ju]

i r"2 3
+ {4 /    ^max(h+(u), 0)du

1   f"2 3
--/    ^mm(h-(u),0)du}

rU2 rU2

{-8/    min(h+(u), 0)du + 8 /    max(h-(u), 0) du}
Ju\ Ju\

ru2 r"2

/    max(h+(u) ,0)du-6 /    min(MM) > 0) du
Ju\ Ju¡

g/    min(h-(u),0)du + 6       max(h-(u), 0)du.
° Ju¡ Ju¡

From (6) and (17) we see that A(Q, p) > u2 - ux + o(l). By the hypothesis

(3), both /u"2 max(h-(u), 0) du and /u"2 - min(h+(u), 0) du -> 0 as. w2 > "i -"

+00. Hence

1   Z""2 1   /*"2
0>—¿       max(h+(u), 0) du + -       min(h-(u), 0)du> o(l),

° Jux 8 7Hl

which readily implies (4) and hence proves the theorem.
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